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SUMMARY 
An experimental program to determine the viscosity of high pres-
sure steam by means of an annulus-type transpiration viscosimeter is des-
cribed, A unique method of measuring small pressure drops at very high 
static pressures was developed to measure the pressure drop along the an-
nular capillary* High pressure experimental data up to 10?000 psi were 
obtained with the annular viscometer. These data are presented in relation 
to existing data on the viscosity of steam. 




Modern investigations of viscosity began with experiments by Hag-en 
and Poiseuille who studied the flow of water through small tubes and found 
that the rate of flow was proportional to the pressure drop, the fourth 
power of the tube diameter, and the reciprocal of the tube length0 They 
also found that the factor of proportionality was a function of the parti-
cular fluid being used. 
Research on steam viscosity at high pressures and temperatures 
began about 1925 when Speyerer (1,2) built a capillary viscosimeter having 
a length of 2.4 meters, Speyerer's experimental data were in the sub-
critical region. The first supercritical studies were reported by Hawkins, 
Sol berg and Potter (3) in 1935 <. They used a Lawaczeck viscometer, which 
is a nonflow type and which uses a falling weight to produce the pressure 
difference. In 1936, Sigwart (2,4) presented viscosity data which he 
obtained with a capillary 'viscometer̂  Sigwa'-rt1 s'measurements did not ex-
tend beyond the critical point. However, he extrapolated his data into 
the region of supercritical temperatures and apparently did this in.co.rx.e,ct-
ly„ Timroth (5) in 1940 used a procedure almost identical to that used 
by Sigwart and obtained data which were in relative agreement with Sigwart's 
data below the critical temperature. Above the critical temperature Sigwart' s 
results do not agree with the higher temperature data of Timroth. Timroth's 
data were apparently modified to some extent in the tabulation of the 
Russian steam tables' (6). An excellent summary of the status of viscosity 
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measurements as of July 1959 is presented in reference 7 by Mowak and Grosh, 
The kinematic viscosity of steam reported on herein was measured by 
the use of an annulus-type viscosimeter similar to that used by Thomas 
and Jackson .($). Values of viscosity were measured using the following 
equation relating kinematic viscosity to various quantities 
TCAP pbA - aA - fb2"- a 2 ) 2 1 { ) 
8 WL L T b J
 U' 
Ln • — 
where 
v = Kinematic viscosity 
AP = pressure drop across a given length of the annulus 
L = length of the annulus 
W = mass rate of flow 
b = inside radius of the outer tube of the annulus, and 
a = outside radius of the inner tube of the annulus. 
It is evident from the above equation that if AP, W, and the dimen-
sions of the system were known, the viscosity could be calculated., If it 
were possible to manufacture and measure the dimensions of the annulus 
with sufficient accuracy, viscosity could be calculated directly when the 
other factors were known0 However, the allowable tolerances for the use 
of an annulus In direct viscosity measurements are so severe that it is 
usually necessary to calibrate the annulus with a fluid whose viscosity is 
known very accurately, such as nitrogen„ 
The difficulties of measuring small pressure drops across the test 
section at a high pressure level are self evident, Most pressure gauges 
in the range of 0-15,-G0O psi are accurate to only 0.1% of the full-scale 
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deflection. For instance, the dead weight tester which was utilized in 
determining the pressures in this experimental program was only accurate 
to ± 10 psi. If the total pressure can be measured to within 10 psi of 
the true value, then the difficulty of measuring AP, a pressure drop of 
a few millimeters of mercury, is self evident. This difficulty was 
overcome in the present project by a unique manometer which made use 
of a standard optical absorption cell (9) and the flexi bility of l/4,f!-
0o D. high-pressure stainless steel tubing. This •manometer is dis-
cussed further in the appendix,, 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 
The equipment used in this investigation is shown schematically 
in Figure 1.* Water was deaerated by boiling before it entered the 
pump which raised the pressure to the desired value. From the pump the 
water flowed through surge chambers into a preheater and then Into a 
pressure vessel in which the annulus was located. After passing through 
the annulus the water or steam flowed through a series of condensers and 
valves to the condensate collecting flask. As Indicated In Figure 1 the 
pressure drop across the annulus was measured with a high pressure mer-
cury manometer made of a standard optical absorption cell (9) which Is 
available commercially,, The optical absorption cell has a one centimeter 
clearance between the quartz windows and is guaranteed to withstand pres-
sures up to 50,000 psia» The manometer made use of the flexibility of 
high pressure l/4" stainless steel tubing which permitted the level of 
the mercury to be centrally located in the quartz window in the high pres-
sure cell. By taking a zero reading on the mercury surface with a cathe-
tometer and comparing It to the reading at a given flow setting the AP 
across the annulus test section could be determined,, It is possible to 
use another optical absorption cell and thereby determine accurately both 
*A second system very similar to the system herein described was 
also constructed and used to measure viscosities* The second system em-
ployed an Improved manometer systenu It Is described by Whitesides (12) „ 
Data taken with this second set of equipment are presented in this report 
and are identified as "annulus #2," 
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levels of the mercury in the manometer. This was believed, however, to be 
unnecessary since the volume in the JL/4-inch flexible stainless steel tube 
should not have changed appreciably with the slight flexing involved in 
making readings. 
The high-pressure autoclave which surrounded the annulus was wrapped 
in a l/4f'-thick copper sheet and placed into an automatically controlled 
electric furnace* A strip chart recorder indicated that at steady state 
conditions the temporal variation of temperature inside the furnace was 
less than one degree Fahrenheit. 
Water- legs were maintained over the mercury in the manometer by 
means of dams and a condenser which were placed at strategic positions on 
the horizontal portions of the manometer leads (see Appendix A)» Some 
difficulty was experienced in maintaining steady state in the initial 
shakedown of the equipment.. However, this was found to be due to minute 
quantities of air which were trapped in various sections of the apparatus„ 
The air was eliminated by utilizing vents at the top of the system, filling 
the system completely with deaerated water, and periodically bleeding the 
vent lines. 
The condensate which was collected during a run was weighed on a 
laboratory analytical balance„ System pressure was measured by means of 
a dead-weight tester manufactured by the American Instrument Company« 
The annulus used in this investigation was made in a manner similar 
to those constructed by Thomas and Jackson (8)„ It had a test section four 
inches in length. The outer diameter of the inner tube measured approxi-
mately 0.305 inch, and the inside diameter of the outer tube was 0„3125 
inch. The outer tube was made from standard 9/l6-inch 0. D° by 5/l6-inch 
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I. D. Type 304 stainless steel tubing. The inner tube was made from 
standard 3/8-inch 0. D. by 1/8-inch I. D. Type 304 stainless steel tubing,, 
The outside tube was ballized with a 0.3125 inch diameter tungsten-carbide 
ball and polished with jeweler's rouge. The inner tube was machined to 
size and polished with jeweler's rouge. Surface roughness was checked 
with a Surfindicator and the measured variance was between 5*5 and 7*5 
microinches. A schematic diagram of the annulus is shown in Figure 2. 
It is apparent from this drawing that no corrections had to be made for 





Measurement of Viscosity.—Because of the large heat capacities of the 
autoclaves and other equipment it was necessary to run the equipment for 
several hours before any experimental data were taken at a given tempera-
ture. 
In preparing the system for a series of tests the preheater and 
the furnace controls were placed in operation and adjusted to the desired 
settings. Then a long warm-up period was started. The inlet water9 which 
was triple distilled, was deaerated by boiling prior to being introduced 
into the system by means of the pump. Triple-distilled water was used 
throughout the experiment. It was essential that this water be completely 
deaerated before being Introduced Into the system. This deaeration was 
accomplished by using three glass jars connected as shown below. 
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Jars A and B were boiled vigorously for at least thirty minuted prior to 
starting the pump* Any entrained air was thus vented back through jar C. 
To fill jars A and B, a cold damp cloth was placed over the upper part of 
A and B, thus producing a vacuum to fill these jars. The line connecting 
the bottom of B with jar A was then valved off until the liquid level in 
A dropped to a low point. This system worked very successfully„ It 
should be mentioned that attempts to use a single jar for the deaeration 
were not nearly as successful as the three-jar arrangement, 
After passing through the pump, the water then passed through a 5-
micron filter manufactured by American Instrument Company. It next entered 
an unheated surge chamber and then entered a heated surge chamber. The 
object of these surge chambers was to eliminate surges in pressure caused 
by the reciprocating pump. 
A preheat tube connected the hot surge chamber with the annulus 
test section. This tube was fitted with three electrical resistance heaters 
wired through separate rheostats,, The temperature of the water leaving 
the preheat tube was sensitive to small voltage changes, and it was there-
fore necessary to use a voltage stabilizer on the rheostat power supply** 
In establishing temperature equilibrium, two of the resistance heaters 
were set at a constant voltage and the voltage was varied on the third 
heater to obtain the desired constant temperature value, 
After passing through the annulus test section the water entered 
a series of throttling valves in which the pressure was reduced to atmos-
pheric pressure. Adjusting these valves to achieve a constant flow rate 
*The system using annulus Mo. 2 employed a voltage regulator' to 
supply constant voltage power to the rheostats, 
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proved to be perhaps the most difficult part of the experiment. This 
problem was overcome by installing a pressure gauge in front of the valve 
nearest the collecting beaker. This outlet valve was then partially 
closed until a flow rate prevailed that was slightly higher than the 
desired flow rate. After noting the pressure gauge reading the valve 
nearest the annulus was gradually closed until the pressure gauge 
indicated a predetermined pressure drop across the valve,, This procedure 
was continued until the pressure drop across each valve was approximately 
the same as the pressure drop across any other valve. 
During the latter part of the experimental program a capillary 
tube was used as a throttling orifice. This method of controlling flow 
rates worked exceptionally well and is worthy of the following detailed 
discussion,, 
The tube length required for a specified pressure drop and flow 
rate was estimated by using the well known expression for head loss in 
a tube: 
u _ r L yf 
hl~ t D 2g 
where 
f = rr̂  for laminar flow N Re 
L = length of capillary 
D = diameter of capillary 
V = velocity of fluid in the capillary 
g = gravitational constant 
The capillary tube used had an inside diameter of 0.004- inch and 
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an outside diameter of about 0,012 inch. This tubing i s sui table for 
pressures up to 15,000 psi at room temperature. The tubing was ins ta l led 
as shown in the sketch below. The th ro t t l i ng valve at the end of the 
tube was used to absorb only a very small amount of the to ta l pressure 
drop. By using th i s arrangement the amount of water collected during 
successive 5-minute runs did not vary by more than about 0„05 gram, 
which i s approximately the mass of one drop of water. 
^CAPILLARY SILVER SOLDERED TO 1/4" TUBE 
HIGH PRESSURE 
STANDARD HIGH PRESSURE COUPLING p—j / ~ VALVE 
1/4*' TUBE-v / ./-TUBE WITH CAPILLARY J X - Z . 
r •j BI TO COLLECTION J FLASK 
Some difficulty was experienced in cutting the fine capillary 
tube without pinching the ends. The most satisfactory method of doing 
this proved to be that of gripping the tube with two pair of pliers 
and cold working the tube until it parted, giving a clean break. 
Data required to determine the kinematic viscosity are the flow 
rate of condensate and the pressure drop across the annulus. The system 
pressure and the system temperature were also measured so that the viscos-
ity would be known as a function of these thermodynamic properties. Of 
these variables, the most difficult to measure accurately was the pressure 
drop across the annulus. The unique system developed for this measurement 
has been described and is shown in Figure 1. The actual mercury level in 
the optical absorption cell was measured by means of a cathetometer. 
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Further details of this manometer are given in the appendix, 
The usual duration of a run was from 5 to 20 minutes. Prior to 
the beginning of each run a preliminary set of data was obtained,, These 
data were checked again before starting a test. At the beginning of a 
test a collecting flask was placed under the discharge from the system 
and a timer was started. The pressure drop, the necessary temperatures, 
and the system pressure were recorded during the interval of time the 
condensate was being collected. The system pressure was determined by 
means of gages and a dead-weight tester. The run was terminated when 
the collected condensate was removed from the system discharge. 
Calibration of Annulus.—-The simplified equation used to calculate kine-
matic viscosity was: 
v = c ct-vr = P (2) 
The coefficient, C, which appears in this equation is a constant which 
is dependent upon the dimensions of the annulus and on the units by 
which the pressure drop and the volume flow rate are expressed (see equa-
tion l)„ C, is the temperature correction factor to account for the 
dimensional changes of the annulus with temperature. It should be men-
tioned that there would normally be a correction factor for pressure;, how-
ever, since the radial pressure forces across the annulus were eliminated 
by encasing the entire annulus in a pressure vessel, no pressure correction 
was necessary. To determine the constant, C, for the annulus requires 
that the dimensions of the annulus be known to an extreme degree of accu-
racy or that the aenulus be calibrated against a fluid whose viscosity is 
known quite accurately. In the case reported on herein the annulus 
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constant was determined by calibration with dry nitrogen (99*998% purity) 
using viscosity data published by the U. S. Bureau of Standards (l'O). 
The annulus constant, C, in the above equation is proportional 
to the annulus dimensions as follows: 
[ b 4 - aA ~ (b2 - a 2 ) 2 1 
L b \ J 
In -* 
a _ 
C ~ Cl L ~ C1C2 
where 
[b4 - a 4 - (b2 - a 2 ) 2 1 
ln a" 
p - — _ _ _ _ — J L . 
L2 =• L 
The constant, Cp, was determined by calibration with nitrogen 
to be 22.20 x 10 ft. and to be independent of Reynolds number within 
the experimental accuracy of the results. In the calibration the maximum 
deviation of any point from the above value was less than 0.5 per cent up 
to Reynolds number of 72. Details of the nitrogen calibration are included 
in Appendix B. 
The temperature correction factor was determined by theoretical 
calculations and was checked experimentally with nitrogen to within ± 0*5%* 
On annulus No. 2, the experimentally determined temperature correction 
factor was consistently higher than the theoretical value by about 0.3$» 




COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH EXISTING VISCOSITY DATA 
Results obtained in this investigation are compared with exist-
ing viscosity data in Figures 3? 4? 5> and 6. 
Figures 3 and 4 compare values of kinematic viscosity with 
the data of Whitelaw (ll) and the Russian Steam Tables (6), respectively. 
The comparison of kinematic viscosities is probably more meaningful than 
a comparison of dynamic viscosity values because the calculation of 
dynamic viscosity from the measured value of kinematic viscosity involves 
the density of steam thus requiring that different experimenters use the 
same steam density data in computing the dynamic viscosity, 
It is noted that values of kinematic viscosity determined in the 
present study are slightly lower than Whitelaw1s data* Since Whitelaw1s 
supercritical data are lower than the Russian values, it follows that the 
Russian values appear to be too large, 
Figures 5 and 6 compare values of dynamic viscosity with the 
data of Whitelaw (ll) and Thomas and Jackson (8), respectively. The data 
from the present study are consistently somewhat lower than Whitelaw's 
data. Part of this deviation may be due to the use of different density 
values used in converting from kinematic viscosity to dynamic viscosity. 
A comparison with the data of Thomas and Jackson indicates reason-
ably good agreement, below 800 °F. Above "800 °F Thomas and Jackson 
apparently under-corrected for the pressure effect. 
Since the data from the present study and Whitelaw's data are in 
H 
close agreement, and since these data represent two completely different 
systems, it is felt that data from the present study and the data of 
Whitelaw are the most accurate data on steam viscosity at supercritical 
conditions. 
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CHAPTER V • 
SOURCES OF ERROR 
Temperature Measurement,-—The temperature of the steam flowing through 
the annulus was measured by a 28-gauge Chrome1-Alumel thermocouple . 
which was calibrated against a Platinum-Platinum and 10/6-Rhodium 
thermocouple which had been calibrated by the U„ S. Bureau of 
Standards* 
After the experimental data had been taken, the Chrome1-Alumel 
thermocouple was recalibrated and was found to agree with the original 
calibration„ Details of the calibration procedure are given in Appendix D„ 
It is estimated that the temperature was measured accurately to 
within one degree Fahrenheit0 
Pressure Measurements-•"Pressures •.w.e.r-e. measured ,-foy means of a 10,006 psi 
Crosby test gauge and a 20,000 psi dead-weight tester manufactured by the 
American Instrument Company0 The dead-weight tester was guaranteed to be 
accurate to ± 10 psi<, It was not possible to keep the dead-weight tester 
in exact balance at all times during a ruru However, it was kept suffi-
ciently well balanced that addition or subtraction of a 10 psi weight 
would swing the balance from one extreme to the other0 It is therefore 
assumed that the pressure measurements should be correct to with ± 20 
psi and that they are probably accurate to within ± 15 psi, - • • 
Mass Flow Rate0—The mass of condensate collected was weighed on an 
analytical balance to the nearest 0,0001 gram* Since the smallest sample 
collected weighed approximately 7 grams, the error in mass measurement was 
16 
considered negligible* 
The length of a run was from 5 to 20 minutes; this time period 
was measured with a stop watch which was calibrated against an electric 
timer. The stop watch was graduated to read accurately within 0»005 
minute* 
In view of the above it is estimated that the maximum mass flow 
rate error is less than'0.2 per cent, 
Pressure E>rop Across .Annulus*.---Pressure drop across the annulus was 
measured by visually sighting on a mercury level, which was visible in 
the optical absorption cell, with a cathetometer. The cathetometer was 
equipped with a vernier graduated to 0.005 centimeter; however, it was 
possible to estimate the pressure drop to the nearest 0.0025 centimeter. 
Since most pressure drops were in excess of 0.4. centimeter, it is esti-
mated that the error in measuring the pressure drop was less than one 
per cent, 
Temperature and pressure effects on \h.e density of the water and 
mercury in the manometer legs were talcen into consideration. These effects 
are discussed in Appendix C 
Overall Accuracy.—-Considering that 
v = cct^r 
it follows that the kinematic viscosity may be in error by ±2.2 per cent, 
since 
C may be in error by 0*5 per cent 
C. may be in error by 0„5 per cent 
17 
AP may be in error by 1,0 per cent, and 
W may be in error in 0.2 per cent 




THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO THE CALCULATION OF VISCOSITY 
General.-"'•The difficulties associated with making reliable calculations 
of the viscosity of gases are reflected in the following statement by 
Professor J. Kestin of Brown University: "The calculation of viscosity 
of gases has so far met with only limited success, extensive experimental 
determinations still forming the basis for practical applications." (13) 
In spite of these difficulties, however, a large amount of very 
capable attention has been given to this problem. A very exhaustive 
summary of the various theoretical approaches is contained in reference 
14* These authors have concluded that the Enskog theory represents the 
best approach to the calculation of viscosity values for dense gases* 
The U, S. Bureau of Standards has patterned an equation based on Enskog's 
theory to fit the existing data on the viscosity of steam (10), 
Dilute Gases,—Before proceeding to a discussion of the viscosity of 
dense gases, a brief discussion of techniques for computing the viscosity 
of dilute (low pressure) gases is in-order, 
Certain physical properties of gases,, such as the equation of 
state and the viscosity are closely connected with the laws of force be-
tween the individual molecules,, The general relation between the trans-
port properties of gases and the intermolecular forces has been known for 
some time, the basic theory having been developed by Chapman, Enskog, and 
others. Chapman and Cowling (15) have expressed the viscosity and other 
transport properties in terms of a set of integrals, which are called 
19 
Q ' . Once these integrals are evaluated for a molecular model in which 
the laws of interaction are realistic, it is possible to determine values 
of physical properties under conditions for which experimental data do 
not exist. 
A reasonable model for polar gases, such as water, may be composed 
of a spherically symmetric Leonard-Jones potential but including a point 
dipole at its center. Such a model is due to Stockmayer (l6) and may be 
expressed as follows! 
12 _ _ -.6 _, 2 
E(r) 4e _(^0 ~(^0 _ a 
where 
E(r) 
9 and 9 
energy of interaction 
separation between the molecules 
maximum energy of attraction 
low velocity collision diameter, i„e, the separation 
for which the energy of interaction is zero 
dipole moment of the molecule 
an orientation factor 
2 cos 0. cos 9_ - s in 9. s in 9_ cos cp 
1 2 1 2 Y 
angles of inclination of the two dipole axes to the 
intermolecular axis 
azimuthal angle between the dipole axes.. 
It should be noted that r and e are the collision diameter and the maximum 
o 
energy of interaction, respectively, if dipole forces are not present. 
In order to avoid the task of evaluating the Chapman and Cowling 
20 
collision integrals for the above potential expression, Krieger (l6) put 
a = 2; that is, he assumed that the dipoles are in an attractive end-on 
2 2 
position and maintain their maximum attractive energy value of - —*r— 
r 
throughout their encounter. This results in 
E(r) = 4 e [ ( f o ) - ( f o ) - b ( fo ) 
r r r 
where 6 is a pure number, which Rowlinson (l6) called the "reduced 





Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird (14) have called this simplified expression 
for E(r) the Krieger potential. 
Using this potential function, Krieger has evaluated the Chapman 
and Cowling integral for -h = 1, n = 2,, He has: also evaluated e, r , and 
6 from existing experimental low temperature viscosity data. By this pro-
cedure he has computed the viscosities of several gases over a temperature 
range from 298.16° K to 3000° K at a nominal pressure of 1 atmosphere. The 
results for water are almost identical with the experimental values given 
by the ;U. S. Bureau of Standards (lO). However, it is most important to 
note that these theoretical calculations apply only at conditions of low 
pressure and that they are completely invalid for high pressures. 
Dense Gases.—In the rigorous kinetic theory of dilute gases it is assumed 
that there are only two-body collisions and that the molecular diameter is 
negligibly small in comparison with the averacje distance between molecules. 
Enskog's theory is based on a gas composed of rigid spherical mole-
cules having a diameter 6, For this special model there are no three-
body and higher order collisions. By thus considering only two-body 
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collisions and by taking into account the finite size of the molecules he 
succeeded in grafting a theory of dense gases onto his earlier theory of 
dilute gases. Enskog also noted that in dense gases there is a change in 
the rate of collisions between molecules because of two competing factors: 
(l) the frequency of collisions tends to become greater because d is not 
negligibly small compared with the average distance between molecules, 
and (2) the frequency of collisions tends to decrease because the molecules 
are so close together that they shield each other from collisions. 
The result of the Enskog theory for calculating dynamic viscosity 
values has been written by Chapman and Cowling (15) ass 
£.= bp L i
 + i + o - 7 6 u b ^ 
where 
2 d 3 
b = r n •— 
3 m 
m = mass of a molecule, gm 
p = mass density of the gas, gm/c.c 
i[> = a factor greater than unity in the case of a dense gas, 
accounting for the reduction of space available for the 
motion of a molecule (t|) = 1 for a dilute gas) 
d = radius of molecule, cm 
p. = dynamic viscosity of the gas at specified pressure and 
temperature, poise 
ji = dynamic viscosity of the gas at specified temperature and 
low pressure, poise 
If i|> is put equal to unity> this equation can: be written: 
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**- = 1 + £ (bp) + 0.76H (bp)2 
r J 
F-
The U. S„ Bureau of Standards (10) has used the results of Hi1 sen-
rath and Touloukian (17) who wrote the Enskog equation in the form 
^ t _ 1 . « • / 1 • - \ 1 T-< / 1 - \ ^ * = 1 + A (bp) + B (bp)' 
•P-
where 
A = 0.175 
B = 0.8651 
" , - 1.783" / V ~ V 
° ~ l/A V ' J 
M = molecular weight = 18.016 -^L_ 
mole 
T = Kelvin temperature : 
The constants A and B were evaluated from existing experimental 
values of the viscosity of steam,, The equation is reported to predict 
the viscosity of steam within ± IQ% at pressures not exceeding 300 atmos-
pheres, A comparison of this equation with the results of the present 
study is made in Figure 8D The Rich Electronic Computer Center at 
Georgia Tech fitted the experimental data obtained in this project to a 
third degree polynomial of the form ̂ , = A + B(bp) + C(bp) + D(bp) . 
Using values of (bp) ranging from 0.3 to 2.89, the resulting equation was 
tk
1 = 0,790 + G'.8l7(bp) - 0.0751(bp)
2 + 0.0937(bp)3 
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The above equation should be valid between values of bp from 
0.3 to 2.89 
Principle of Corresponding States.--The principle of corresponding states 
is often very useful in predicting viscosity values, provided viscosity 
data and P, V^ T data are available for a similar substance. It was 
suggested by van der Waals that the critical point is a point of 
"corresponding states" and that the,properties of various substances 
should be compared where the variables are the same multiples of the 
variables at the critical point. This leads to an equation of the form 
* = H (P , T ) 
Hc
 rr r r 
where 
p, = viscosity at any temperature and pressure 
p, = viscosity at the critical point 
c 
P = absolute pressure divided by critical pressure 
T = absolute temperature divided by critical temperature 
p, = indicates functional notation 
This equation forms the basis of the generalized viscosity charts 
of Hougen and Watson (18). Comings and Egly (19,20) also used this approach 
in an attempt to correlate existing viscosity data for various gases. 
Uyehara and Watson (21) found that viscosity values for more than 50 gases 
could be predicted within 10% by means of this correlation. They found, 
however, that predictions for water and some other.polar substances dif-
fered from experimental values by more than 100%o This prompted the sug-
gestion, which now seems to be widely accepted, that reduced property 
2k 
viscosity charts for non-polar substances are almost completely worth-
less when applied to polar substances. Reliable high-pressure viscosity 
data on polar substances is so scarce that it seems impractical at the 
present time to attempt the construction of a reduced property viscosity 
chart for. polar substances. Reference (22) gives a limited amount of 
high-pressure data for ammonia, but there is such a wide disagreement in 
experimental values that the reliability of the data seems questionable, 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The parameter (bp) used by the U. S. Bureau of Standards (10), 
appears to be very suitable for correlating the viscosity of steam at 
pressures up to 10>O00 psia. The Russian Steam Tables (6) appear to be 
the most complete set of data on steam viscostiy for pressures up to 
300 kg per square centimeter,, However, it appears that these viscosity 
values are much too large at supercritical temperatures0 It Is suggested 
that Figure 8 or the following equation be used for determining viscos-
ity values: 
a = 0.790 + 0.817 (bp) - 0.0751 (bp)2 + 0.0937 (bp)3 
t 
M-
where the various symbols have meanings as previously defined. 
It is suggested that as more data become available on the 
viscosity of polar substances, such as ammonia, an attempt be made to 
develop a reduced-property viscosity chart for polar substances. 
It Is also suggested that data from this study be used to supple-
ment the existing theoretical methods for computing the viscosity of dense 
gases. In the limit, It might be possible to develop theoretical equations 
for the viscosity of liquids, a field in which the theory is badly in need 
of extension. 
The annulus appears to be an excellent tool for making viscosity 
measurements. It is especially well adapted for measuring the viscosity 
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of gases which do not condense in the manometer legs. It is also well 
adapted to measurements at supercritical pressures so that there is no 
problem- regarding the location of a liquid-vapor interface in the manom-
eter leads. However, as used in this experiment, there was a problem of 
"surging" in the manometer at subcritical conditions; this was thought 
to be due to sudden flashing of liquid into the vapor state at some 
point in the manometer leads. 
The manometer which was designed specifically for use in this 
study served unusually well. However, the possible error in pressure drop 
measurements could be minimized considerably by attaching a wideview 
microscope, with a cross hair, directly to the optical absorption cell. 
This improvement was made in building a second set of equipment used 
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Table 1. Experimental Data for Determination of Annulus Constant, 
Barometer Annulus Temp. Meter Temp, Inlet Press. AP Meter Flow Annulus Constant 
In. Hge °F °F In. Hg0 gauge Cm. H 90 Rate? cc/sec. ft.3 x 1013 
29,23 95»2 87 34*55 28.340 8.4126 22.26 
29.23. 95.2 87 34-, 55 28.360 8.4202 ^ ^ £ &*J 
29,23 95,2 87 34.55 28.400 8 * 4277 22.23 
29 ..23 93,5 88.5 34*56 13*850 4»1545 22.14 
22,23 93.5 88.5 34*56 13=850 4^1545 (Let. XZj, 
29.29 95.3 87.-5 34.95 14*880 4•4?o1 22,20 
29,29 95.5 88 20.08 30.780 7.0757 22.26 
29.30 93*0 8/, 32*53 57.580 16.302 /did 1 1 4 




Table 2 . Experimental Data - 375© p s i a . Annulus #1„ 
•Point.No, Temperature Avg, flow r a t e AP v 
°C gm/min cm, Hg & Ho0 cm
2
 in3 
— — - — — — — _ _ _ _ _ _ ; ££_£ 
7 371*7 3.794 0.218 1.067 
74 380.2 11.239 0.651 1.079 
73 381.3 10.466 O.602 1.070 
75 385.4 11.791 0.683 1.078 
9 394.3 9,062 0.670 1.377 
8 395.2 9.119 0.673 1.375 
10 396.1 3.583 0.294 1.492 
2 403 .6 7.257 0.624 1.602 
6 403.7 7,326 0.626 1,592 
4 405*8 10.647 0.944 1.649 
5 406.4 10.500 0.940 1.665 
76 420,3 9.749 1.019 1.949 
1 434.1 5.984 0.681 2.124 
60 436.6 9.780 1.127 2.151 
77 448.5 9.859 1.269 d. * 4^4 
78 448.8 9.866 1.276 2.416 
82 449.4 6.245 0.793 2.373 
79 474.7 10.989 1.575 2.680 
81 486c 9 4.840 0.758 2.933 
80 495*4 11.233 1.855 3.093 
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Table 3* Experimental Data - 5000 psia. Annulus #1. 
Point No, Temperature Avg. flow rate AP v 
°C qsn/min cm. Hg & Ho0 cm . ̂ 3 
v / . 2 ~— x 10 
____>___________^^ _________________„^^ sec  
21 395.9 3.627 0.212 1.087 
20 396.1 3.243 0.190 1.089 
19 403.8 3.612 0.210 1.083 
71 413.9 8.005 0.498 1.160 
72 427.1 10.580 0.725 1.279 
53 435 .3 7.427 0.539 1.354 
51 435.6 13.926 1.060 I .421 
52 436.6 12.886 0.992 1.437 
83 450 a 7.237 0.610 1.574 
84 459.7 7.605 0.698 1.715 
85 468.7 7.686 O.74O 1.800 
86 479.9 .7 .679 0.810 1.970 
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Table 4* Experiment Data - 7500 psia. Annulus #1. 
Point No. Temperature Avg. flow rate AP v 
°C gm/min cm Hg & H«0 cm Q3 
,„________________̂ ^ __________^^ sec  
13 367.5 : ' 3.041 0.172 1.051 
65 .379.0 8.669 0.518 1.115 
64 386,2 •6.617 0.387 1.089 
63 394..7 3.085 0.169 1.023 
15 395.2 7.220 0.402 1.032 
14 395.7 7.362 • 0.408 1.036 
66 ^20.8 7/798 O.468 1.104 
68 424*6 8.316 0.490 1.102 
61 4-35.2 9..976 0.601 1,125 
58 435.7 3.540 0.215 1.135 
54 435.9 4 » 8 Q 4 0.302 1.141 
59 436.6 3.490 .0.213 1.144 
67 453.8 8.758 0.539 1.150 
92 468 .3 7.312 0.481 1.230 
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Table 5. Experimental Data' - 10,000 psia. Annulus #1. 








Avg. flow rate AP ? v 
gm/min cm Hg & HpO cm ., ,„3 
__ sec 
2.672 0.150 1.051 
2.660 0.150 1.047 
9.778 0.576 l o 099 
9.582 0.573 1.117 
10.533 0.639 1.136 
10.435 0.638 1.144 
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Table 6. Experimental Data„ Annulus #2„ 
Point No. Pressure Temperature Avg. flow ,rate AP - v 
Psia °C qm/min in Ha & Ho0 cm , ~3 
.- / 2 x 10 
____________^^ _____________ . sec 
1 3750 384.2 4.757 0.05062 1.049 
2 3750 414*2 ' 4.771 0.08603 1.786 
3 3750 447.5 4.791 0.1143 2*364 
4 3750 4 (4» ̂  4.802 0.1343 2.775 
5 3750 488.9 4.880 0.1471 2.995 
D 5000 383«3 6.188 0.07034 1.122 
7 5000 413.9 6.178 0.07488 1.199 
8 5000 440*3 5«843 0.09018 1.523 
9 7500 388,9 7.011 0.07613 1,073 
10 7500 426.7 6„931 0.07820 1.118 
11 7500 453 o 9 6.918 O.O844O 1.210 
12 7500 491.7 6.852 0.09984 1.449 
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Figure 5. Comparison with Whitelaw Data (ll), Dynamic Viscosity, LO 
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Figure 7- Temperature Correction Factor for Annulus Constant. 
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILS ©F HIGH PRESSURE MANOMETER* 
A new type of high pressure manometer was designed and constructed 
for use in this experiment,, It Is an unusual manometer in that It can be 
used to measure very small pressure drops at high static pressures while 
observing the mercury surface at all times. Furthermore, the instrument 
requires no calibration. A schematic diagram of the manometer is shown 
in Figure A* 
The principle of operation is as follows,, With no flow through 
the system, the elevation of the movable cell is adjusted until the 
mercury surface coincides with a reference hairline on the movable cell. 
When fluid flows through the annulus the mercury level rises in the 
movable cell. The movable cell is elevated until the mercury surface 
Is again coincident with the reference hairline on the movable cell. 
This procedure also restores the mercury level in the fixed tube to 
its Initial position. A cathetometer is used to measure the change 
In elevation of the mercury surface in the movable cell. This differ-
ence in elevation is the pressure drop across the annulus. 
A brief study of Figure B and the following equations will ex-
plain the details of operation. Note that P = P_ under no-flow con-
ditions, and P^ < P. when flow occurs through the annulus test section. 
Since there is no flow through the manometer, the principles of 
fluid statics may be applied. This yields: 
*This description applies to the manometer used with annulus $1, 
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Figure B. Schematic Diagram of Manometer Operating Principle. 
4.6 
h + ̂ a (hl + V ' V R ) " ̂a (h2 " V = P2 (l) 
It should now be noted that if liquid water flows through a hori-
zontal annuiuSj h1 = hp« If steam is flowing through the annulus then 
some form of condenser must be arranged to insure that the free surface 
of liquid water is at the same elevation in each manometer lead0 Detail 
?'A" in Figure A shows how this was accomplished in the present work. By 
putting h = h- in Equation (l) and also noting: that R = Y.. + Y?J the 
equation becomes 
Pl + V l - ̂ b (Y1 + Y 2 } + YaY2 = P2 (2> 
Now note that the volume between Point A and Point B is constant if 
the mercury level in the movable cell is always read at the same reference 
hairline on the cell and if it is assumed that flexing of the stainless 
steel tube produces no change in volume. It follows from this assumption 
of constant volume that Y must be identically zero. Equation (2) then 
becomes: 
* V - YuY0 + YaYQ = P9 (3) 1 'b*2 }*2 
or 
Pl " P2 = Y2 (^b ' Ya> (*) 
Equation (4) justifies the use of the manometer as described here-
in. It should be noted that high pressures might cause a change in tube 
volume between points A and B in Figure B; it is therefore necessary that 
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the zero reading of the manometer be made at the same static pressure that 
prevails under conditions of flow through the annulus."" 
The cathetometer used to measure the pressure drop was equipped with 
a vernier graduated to 0.005 cms however, the cathetometer reading could 
be estimated to the nearest 0,0025 cm. The movable cell was mounted on a 
micrometer screw, and the cell elevation could be read accurately to 0„0002 
inch. Comparisons between micrometer screw readings and cathetometer 
readings consistently indicated agreement within 0.005 cm. This agreement 
suggests that this type of manometer could be used without a cathetometer; 
however, some kind of telescopic device with a reference hairline would 
still be required in order to locate the mercury surface at the proper 
position relative to the movable cell. 
It should be noted that the flexible stainless steel tube contain-
ing mercury must be absolutely free of air in order for this manometer to 
measure small pressure drops accurately-
Both mercury and water are slightly compressible. However, the 
difference in densities is 12.54 ± 0.02 gram per cc over the pressure 
range from atmospheric pressure to 10,000 psia and over the room tempera-
ture range from 60° to 80° F. Consequently, the pressure drop expressed 
as grams per square centimeter is obtained by multiplying the pressure drop 
—_ _ . 
All questions regarding changes in volume for any reason can be 
resolved by using two optical absorption cells and sighting the mercury 
level in each cell with a cathetometer. If a single cathetometer is used 
for this purpose it will be necessary to rotate the cathetcmeter in a 
horizontal plane and to re-level the instrument before taking each reading,, 
This procedure could introduce sizable percentage errors when measuring 
very small pressure drops. It is therefore recommended that two cathe-
tometers be used when two optical absorption cells are used to measure 
pressure drops in the order of a few millimeters„ 
indicated by the water-mercury manometer (expressed as centimeters) by 
12.54- This can be converted to pounds per square inch by multiplying by 
0.01421. Or, more simply, the pressure drop expressed as psi, for the 
water-mercury manometer, is given by 
AP = 0„1782 Y2 
where Y~ = cm 
AP = psi 
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APPENDIX B 
NITROGEN CALIBRATION PROCEDURE . 
Under conditions of steady laminar flow through an annulus, the 
following equation relates the variables: 
u - SAP r 4 _ a4 „ lil^Jhl 1 
* ~ SQL Lb a T b J 
Ln"" • a 
where 
ji = dynamic viscosity of the fluid 
AP = pressure drop across the annulus 
Q = volume rate of flow 
L •= length of the annulus 
b = inside radius of the outer tube 
a = outside radius of the inner tube 
If it were feasible to manufacture an annulus to exact dimensions, 
the bracket term could be calculated and the annulus could be used as an 
absolute viscometer. However, for an annulus such as was used in the pre-
sent work, an error of ± 0OOOO5 inch in a or b could result in changing 
the value of the bracket term by more than 200$I The annulus, therefore, 
appears to be impractical as an absolute viscometer. However, if a fluid 
of known viscosity is passed through the annulus under conditions of 
steady laminar flow, the bracket term can be evaluated experimentally 
without knowing the annulus dimensions, 
$0 
It is convenient to write the annulus equation in the form: 
* - Q L C 
C' 
o r , p u t t i n g r™" = C, the equation, becomes: 
_ AP fnx 
fJt ~ n VW Q 
In the present experiment, C was evaluated by establishing steady 
laminar flow of nitrogen through the annulus and measuring AP and Q, 
Values of p, were obtained from data published by the U0 S. Bureau of 
Standards (10). 
The calibration procedure was started by establishing a steady 
laminar flow of nitrogen gas .(99.998$ purity) through the annulus. Nitro-
gen pressure was measured by a mercury column attached to the upstream 
pressure lead on the manometer. Pressure drop across the annulus was mea-
sured by a U-tube water manometer and a cathetometer. Annulus temperature 
was measured by a 28-gauge chromel-alumel thermocouple. Volume flow rate 
of nitrogen was measured by a Precision Scientific Wet Test gas meter. 
This meter was calibrated against a gas burette tube. 
The pressure of the dry nitrogen in the wet test gas meter was 
determined by subtracting the vapor pressure of water from the total 
pressure of the wet gas mixture In the meter. The volume flow rate of 
dry nitrogen at annulus conditions was obtained from the relation: 
PA Vft P
! V„ 





Pa = pressure at center of annulus 
= inlet pressure - l/2 (AP) 
V- = volume flow rate of dry nitrogen at annulus conditions 
T. = absolute annulus temperature 
P! = pressure of dry nitrogen in the gas meter 
V„ = volume of flow rate of wet mixture through wet test gas 
meter 
T„ = absolute temperature in wet test gas meter 
By measuring AP, P, Q, T , and T in this manner, the "effective" value 
of C was determined, 
Experimental values of the annulus constant at room temperature 
were plotted against Reynolds number and C was found to be independent 
of Reynolds number. The Reynolds number was computed using the hydraulic 
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diameter = 0.000633 ft. and the cross-sectional area for flow = 2.56 x 10 
2 
ft , The experimental points did not deviate from the constant value of 
22.20 x lO-1^ ft3 by more than 0.5$. 
Experimental apparatus limited the range of possible Reynolds 
numbers in the nitrogen calibration. However, the validity of the 
calibration constant was extended by measuring the viscosity of steam (at 
fixed pressure and temperature) at a Reynolds number of 70 and repeating 
the measurement at Reynolds numbers up to 205. The variation in viscosity 
with Reynolds number was less than the possible error in the experimental 
determination of the viscosity. r . . 0 o o KH 
^b4 - a4 - (b̂  - ad)7Ln|j 
The constant C is proportional to — - — — — — • 
Since b, a, and L will change with temperature, it follows that C will 
vary with temperature. Obviously, if C is evaluated at some reference 
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temperature, such as 70 °F, the theoretical value of C at some different 
temperature will be given by the relation 
CT = C [l + P (t - 70) ' 
where 
CL = annulus constant at t °F 
I 
C = annulus constant at 70 °F 
p = linear coefficient of expansion of type 304. stainless steel 
Using p = 11.12 x 10~ per °F (23), the following values of CT/c 
were computed. 
t, °F p (t - 70) S 
C 
70 ' 0 1 
300 0o00256 1.0077 
600 0.00589 1.0177 
1000 0.0103 1,0312 
These values of CT/C are plotted against temperature in Figure 7» 
Experimental values of CT/C are also shown on this figure. 
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APPENDIX C 
EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON MANOMETER READINGS 
The density of liquid mercury at 80° F increases by less than 
0*3$ as the pressure is increased from 1 atmosphere to 10,000 psia (24.). 
In contrast to this, the density of water at 80° 'F increases by almost 
3% for the .same change in pressure (25)- This suggests that it might be 
necessary to account for compressibility effects when a water-mercury 
manometer is used at high static pressures. An investigation of compres-
sibility. effects, however, yields the following results: 
Density of mercury minus Density of water(qm/cc) 
Pressure 
psia 6QQ F 80° F 
900 12.5585 12.5335 
1200 12.5592 12.5344 
3750 12.5596 1205351 
5000 12.5608 12.5356 
7500 12.5620 12.5371 
loooo 12,5646 12,5408 
It is therefore evident that if h (cm) is the distance between the 
two mercury surfaces, then the pressure difference on a water-mercury 
manometer is given by (12.54 ± Q.02) gm/cm (h) = AP gm/cm If the manom-
eter Is used in a region where room temperatures are between 60° F 




The importance of accurate temperature measurement in deter-
mining viscosity values can scarcely be over~emphasized0 It is evident 
that isobars on a plot of kinematic viscosity versus temperature will 
appear lower than the true value if too high a temperature is read 
experimentally,, Conversely, the isobars will read higher than the true 
values if the thermocouple used to determine the temperatures reads low. 
This error due to Inaccurate temperature measurement is compounded 
when a plot of dynamic viscosity versus temperature is made, because a 
high temperature reading not only leads to an apparently lower value of 
kinematic viscosity but also leads to a. low value of density which still 
further reduces the value of the dynamic viscosity. Conversely if the 
thermocouple reads low there Is a double compounding of error In dynamic 
viscosity values in the upward direction. 
In order to insure accurate temperature measurements? the 28-gauge 
chromel-alumel thermocouple used in this experiment was calibrated against 
a platinum and platinum-10% rhodium thermocouple which had been calibrated 
by the U„ S0 Bureau of Standards. During the calibration procedure, the 
reference thermocouple and the chrome!-alumel thermocouple were placed ad-
jacent to each other inside an electric furnace,, The thermocouple leads 
were connected to a double-pole-double-throw switch Inside an isothermal 
box. The temperature at this junction point was read on an ASTM mercury 
thermometer graduated in tenths of a degree Fahrenheit* The switch was 
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connected to a Leeds and Northrup, Type K-3 potentiometer by copper wires 
cut from the same spool. The emf generated by each thermocouple was read 
to the nearest 0.1 microvolt. 
The emf generated by the platinum-platinum rhodium thermocouple, 
corrected for cold junction temperature, was used to obtain the true 
temperature from the calibration data furnished by the Bureau of Stan-
dards, This value of true temperature was then plotted versus the emf 
generated by the chrome1-alumel thermocouple. 
After taking the experimental data for viscosity measurements, the 
chrome!-alumel thermocouple was re-calibrated in the same manner, and the 
second calibration agreed with the original* 
Temperatures listed in this report were measured using the 
calibrated 28-gauge chrome1-alumel thermocouple and a Leeds and 
Northrup portable potentiometer. The emf of the thermocouple was read to 
the nearest microvolt; temperatures obtained in this manner were then 
rounded to the nearest 0.1° F„ ' It is felt that the maximum error in 
temperature measurement does not exceed 1° F0 
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APPENDIX E 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATION FOR VOLUME FLOW RATE IN AN ANNULUS 
An expression for the volume flow rate, Q, through an annulus can 
be beveloped by determining the velocity profile and integrating the ex-
pression, dQ = udA to obtain Q = LudA. It is first necessary to define 
the dynamic viscosity for laminar flow, 
Consider two parallel flat plates, one located above the other, 
and let the space between the plates be filled with some fluid. If the 
lower plate is held stationary and the upper plate is moved to the right 
with a steady velocity, U, as shown, a steady state velocity gradient 
will be established as shown, 
J — i i , , fgfKmf 
In this figure, F is the force required to maintain steady motion 
of the plate, t is the distance between the plates, y is the distance from 
the top surface of the lower plate to any arbitrary point in the fluid, 
and u is the velocity of the fluid at this arbitrary point, 
Experiment shows that the fluid in immediate contact with a solid 
boundary does not move relative to the boundary. Therefore,, the velocity 
profile for a Newtonian fluid such as water would be as represented, (For 
a non-Newtonian fluid in which the rate of angular deformation is not a 
linear function of the applied shear stress the local fluid velocity 
would not vary linearly with y). Experiment also shows that the force 
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required to maintain steady motion of the Upper plate is proportional to 
the area of the plate, the plate velocity, and the reciprocal of the dis-
IJLAU 
tance between the plates. Mathematically: F = ̂ T~ ? where JJ, is a propor-
tionality constant, different for different fluids, defined as the viscos-
ity of the fluid. A more general expression for F can be obtained by re-
j i rli ] 
placing. 7" by its equivalent -7". This derivative can be visualized as the 
rate at which one layer of fluid moves relative to an adjacent layer when 
du 
laminar flow prevails. This leads to an expression F = jxA T~. It is of-
ten convenient to divide both sides of this equation by A and write 
F du T = 7 = prr% in which T is called the shear stress,, Dimensional homo-- A ray' 
Foxce—Time geniety requires that jj, have the dimensions* 77~~—7TT2~ . 
Consider now the case of fully developed laminar flow in a hori-
zontal annular passage as shown below. The forces acting on the cylin-
drical shell 
C ' —N ' AX. N~ ^ \ 
"T(g.TTA)(AX) t&n ~ T 
JJZ 
I p(zit/i)(&th) —^ •"• • _ , ^-{p-fApYzrfnYAr.) ; 
V *- l'l+&ZKz.TrXn*+&K,)(&X,) __. _ . / 
of fluid at general position, r, and having a thickness Ar, will be as shown, 
im sec 
^It is also customary to express p, as Length-time* This conversion 
is made by using the relation between force, mass, length, and time as given 
by Newton's second law of motion. Thus, in the cgs system the dynamic vis-
cosity is usually expressed in units of ̂ — — . In this system of units 
the viscosity is expressed in poises, or centipoises, the poise being de-
fined by 1 poise = cftia§ec * ^^e centipoise is 0,01 poise. The relation 
between the engineering system of units and the cgs system of units is given 
by: 4-79 poise = 1 lbfsec * Viscosity values are often expressed as the 
ft2 . " . -u 
ratio of dynamic viscosity to the density of the substance, i.e., v = p-* 
Thus, in the engineering system v i s expressed as ft^/sec and in the cgs 
system v is expressed as cm~/sec. 
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Since the flow is fully developed, there is no acceleration in 
the x direction and Newton's Second Law requires 2 F = 0. 
Therefore; 
P(2rcrAr) - ('P + AP) (2nrAr) - T(2itrAx) + 2n (r + Ar) (T + A T ) (Ax) = 0 
After expanding and simplifying: 
-AP'(2itrAr) + 2nAX;. TAr + rAT + Ar + AT =. Q 
Dividing by the volume of the cylindrical shell (=2itrArAx):' 
AP 1 F 
, + ~T~ ^Ar + rAT + A-rAx 
Ax rAr L 
'] = ° 
or: 
A £ + T + A T , A X - Q 
Ax r Ar r 
If Ax and Ar approach zero, it follows that AT and AP also approach 
zero. The ratio of infinitesimals will then become derivatives, and the 
equation can be written: 
.Me + i + ds = 0 
dx r dr 
It is now noted that the last two terms can be combined by using 
the identity, 
d(x.r) _ dT 
dr dr 
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This results in 
__ dP i d(xr) _ Q 
dx r dr 
dP 
Noting that - — is a constant*, this can be integrated to give: 
- - — rdr + Tr = A. 
dx J 1 
where A. is a constant of integration. 
Substitute for T as previously definedi 
local velocity in the axial direction. 
This gives 
= ji — , where u is the 
or 
or 
dP P . , du . 
- — rdr + ru, ™ = A. 
dx J p dr J 
dP r , du 
d£ 2~ + r^ dr 
= A 
dP r du _ A 
dx 2 ^ dr r 
*For fully developed steady flow in an annulus, a free body of an 
annular section of fluid is as follows: 





D U ^ 
For any Ax, finite or infinitesimal, 
the velocity distribution is the same 
at any point along the x axis. Then, 
for ainy two arbitrary sections, T, 
and T 0 will not change in moving from 
one x value to another. Therefore 
P, - P« is constant: or fjE is constant, 
_1 2 dx 
Ax 
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Multiply by dr and integrate! 
„ d£ I_ + 
dx 4 
p,u = A Lnr + B 
where B = constant of integration 
Impose the boundary conditions at the annulus surfaces to evaluate 
A and B, That is, put: 
u = 0 when r = a 
u = 0 when r = b 
This results in an expression for the local velocity at any 
pointi 
_ d£ r _1__ *\ " 
dx V 4 J -
2 2 
u2 2 , b - a T b , , , b - r + Ln ~ 
*" y L Li# r J 
b 
The volume flow rate through a cylindrical shell at radius r and 
local fluid velocity u car. be written : 
dQ = u (2iir) dr 
The total volume flow rate can be found by substituting for u and 
integrating this expression from r = a to r = b. This gives: 
b 
Q '= -2it 
dx V 4ft- ̂ J 
2 2 
'u2 2 L b - z T b 
b - r + Ln -
. _ a r J 
Lng 
rdr 
After a rather tedious integration, the result is 
0 = - £- & fb4- - a4 -• ̂ 2 " a 2 ) 2 " 
^ 8u dx L . b 




As previously shown. -— could be written as 7-. Since AP is 
dx L 
negative, it is customary to write this expression without the minus sign, 
The resulting expression is 
SAP r, U A (b2 - a 2 ) 2 ^ -RAP r, u k 
Q = izLb - a -8|iL L b a 
where AP is inherently positive, 
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